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Implement PR workflow (review, test, merge)

Facilitate triage workflow (categorize, route, close)

Configure and run jobs

Provide insights into project health

The Work
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Does it follow coding conventions

Does it build

Does it pass unit and integration tests

Does it pass cluster e2e tests in GCE, AWS

Does it pass node e2e tests

Does it pass simulated perf tests

Optional tests



J/K we don’t trust humans
Always Be Merging

Start using prow

Source: git log



J/K we don’t trust humans
Always Be Merging

Disable blocking CI jobs

Source: git log



J/K we don’t trust humans
Always Be Merging

Retire the buildcop role

Source: git log



4.3 million job runs
March 2017 - March 2018



Source: BigQuery

600K runs were for PRs



Source: BigQuery

The other 3.7M were not



Source: BigQuery

5 to 55 non-k/k PR jobs



Source: BigQuery

488 to 630 k/k CI jobs



PR author must have signed CLA

PR must pass tests

PR must be approved

PR must be mergeable

Merge commit must pass tests

PR Workflow



I need someone to review this PR

I need the right person to review this PR

How do I find out who the right person is

How do I notify the right person to review my code

How do I know when the right people have reviewed my code

Code Review



Wait for someone to review

Use GitHub notifications to ask for reviews

Assign PRs to ask for reviews

Use GitHub CODEOWNERS to assign

Only accept reviews from people with repo write access

Code Review - What we tried





reviewers:
  - castrojo
  - guineveresaenger
  - idvoretskyi
  - tpepper
approvers:
  - castrojo
  - parispittman
labels:
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reviewers:
  - castrojo
  - guineveresaenger
  - idvoretskyi
  - tpepper
approvers:
  - castrojo
  - parispittman
labels:
  - sig/contributor-experience
  - area/contributor-guide

OWNERS

Triage



Use OWNERS files in the tree to apply to siblings and children (filtered by regex)

Reviewers and approvers must be org members or collaborators

Request review from those closest to the code, accept from others (/lgtm)

Require approval from those closest to the code (/approve)

https://git.k8s.io/community/contributors/guide/owners.md 

Code Review - OWNERS

https://git.k8s.io/community/contributors/guide/owners.md


https://go.k8s.io/github-labels
GitHub Labels

https://go.k8s.io/github-labels






These denote merge requirements

Prow approve plugin: /approve -> approved

Prow lgtm plugin: /lgtm -> lgtm

Prow cla plugin: CNCF CLA signed -> cncf-cla: yes

GitHub Labels



These are for triage / categorization

Can be auto-applied via OWNERS files

Prow label plugin: /area, /priority, /kind, /sig

Prow size plugin: auto-determine size

GitHub Labels



These help the release team track ongoing work

Being deprecated: cherrypick-candidate

Prow release note plugin: release-note-none

Prow status plugin: /status

GitHub Labels



labels:
  - color: 00ff00
    name: lgtm
  - color: ff0000
    name: priority/P0
    previously:
      - name: P0
  - name: dead-label
    deleteAfter:2017-01-01T13:00:00Z

GitHub Labels

https://git.k8s.io/test-infra/label_sync  

https://git.k8s.io/test-infra/label_sync


is:open
is:pr
org:kubernetes
-repo:kubernetes/charts
label:needs-ok-to-test

GitHub Labels

http://not.oktotest.com/   

http://not.oktotest.com/


PR author must have signed CLA

PR must pass tests

PR must be approved

PR must be mergeable

Merge commit must pass tests

PR Workflow



Merging



PR tests take 40-50 min

Source: BigQuery k8s-gubernator.build



PR tests are 75% consistent

Source: BigQuery k8s-gubernator.build



Ideal rate of 20-40 PRs/day

Source: PR rate = P(success) * day / E(duration)
             E(duration) = P(success) * pass_duration + P(1 - success) * fail_duration



Source: k8s.devstats.cncf.io, PRs merged repos dashboard

Actual 7 day MA of PRs/day



Always Be Merging

We’re beating the ideal



Always Be Merging

Source: k8s.devstats.cncf.io, PRs merged repos dashboard

By a lot



J/K we don’t trust humans
Always Be Merging

Source: git log

Test N PRs at once



J/K we don’t trust humans
Always Be Merging

Source: git log

>50% of PRs are 
tested in batches



Fewer merges on the 
weekend

Source: git log



Mostly

Source: git log
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Thanks



https://prow.k8s.io

https://prow.k8s.io/pr 

https://prow.k8s.io/plugins

https://prow.k8s.io/command-help.html (https://go.k8s.io/bot-commands)

Used for kubernetes

https://prow.k8s.io
https://prow.k8s.io/pr
https://prow.k8s.io/plugins
https://prow.k8s.io/command-help.html
https://go.k8s.io/bot-commands
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Used for kubernetes

https://go.k8s.io/github-labels
https://go.k8s.io/triage
https://k8s-gubernator.appspot.com/
https://testgrid.k8s.io/
http://velodrome.k8s.io/dashboard/db/bigquery-metrics?orgId=1


https://k8s.devstats.cncf.io/ 

https://github.com/cncf/devstats

Used for CNCF projects

https://k8s.devstats.cncf.io/
https://github.com/cncf/devstats


https://git.k8s.io/test-infra/prow

- OWNERS-based code review plugins: approve / blunderbuss / lgtm
- Helpful PR plugins: blockade / golint / needs-rebase / hold
- Tide: use labels and retests to merge in batches
- Issue triage plugins: assign / labels / lifecycle / milestone

https://git.k8s.io/test-infra/label_sync 

Use on your own project

https://git.k8s.io/test-infra/prow
https://git.k8s.io/test-infra/label_sync
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kubernetes/test-infra
Automation

● boskos
● bootstrap
● jenkins
● jobs
● kubetest
● mungegithub
● prow
● scenarios

Visualization

● gcsweb
● gubernator
● kettle
● metrics
● testgrid
● triage
● velodrome

Other

● commenter
● issue-creator
● label_sync
● logexporter
● migratestatus
● planter
● queue_health


